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Abstract Accurate estimated capacity of the railway section can provide reliable1

information to railway operators and engineers in decision-making, particularly, in2

an emergency situation. However, in an emergency, the optimization of capacity of3

a railway section is usually involved to study, for example, the characteristics of4

dynamic, fuzziness, randomness, and non-aftereffect properties. This paper presents5

a proposed capacity calculation method based on the modified fuzzy Markov chain6

(MFMC). In this method, the capacity of a railway section in an emergency can be7

expressed by a fuzzy random variable, which remains the randomness of capacity8

changing according to the impact of emergencies and the fuzziness of the driving9

behavior and other factors. A case study of a high-speed line from Beijing to Shanghai10

is used to show the process of the proposed methods for optimization of section11

capacity calculation in an emergency.12
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1 Introduction15

Railway emergency can be defined as the railway system will be affected by dif-16

ferent types and levels of failures or incidents [1, 2], such as track system failure,17

signal system failure, and even an accident. Capacity calculation of a railway section18

and rerouting path generation in an emergency are usually the basis for the planned19

subsequent adjustment scheme which includes service planning [3], rolling-stock20

planning, and timetabling [4–6]. Railway section capacity refers to the maximum21

number of the trains running on the railway section in a contain time (day, or night22

or even if several hours) under the conditions of certain train types and the traffic23

organization. Its influence factors mainly include the number of sections, the con-24

dition of railway signal systems, speed of trains, length of block sections, and train25

sequences [7]. The current methods used to assess capacity of the railway section26

include graphic methods [8], analytical methods [9], and optimization methods [10].27

Since the section capacity calculation involves many factors, the mathematical modelAQ1 28

or computer simulation only considered the key factors that cannot be completed in29

conformity with the reality situation. Especially, in emergency conditions, the rail-30

way system will be affected by different types and levels of failures or incidents, so31

that the transport will be interrupted or a train will be limited to a low speed in a32

certain section. Therefore, it is essential to develop new methods that can take these33

factors into consideration to provide more accurate capacity estimation in emergency34

conditions, so that optimization and rerouting path can be undertaken to find the best35

solution.36

2 Factor Analysis of Railway Section Headway37

The headway of railway section is very important in safe railway operation, which38

controls the capacity of railway sections. Usually, there are two headway block39

modes, i.e., the quasi-moving block mode and the fixed block mode, which are40

described in the below sections.41

2.1 Train Headway Under Fixed Block Mode42

Fixed block mode defines that a section can be divided into a number of sub-sections,43

and each sub-section has a fixed distance space. As can be seen L ′
s , L ′′

s , L ′′′
s as shown44

in Fig. 1 are three-fixed blocks, which are recognized by signals. The train operation45

depends on the signal control modes, such as three- and four-patterns that are mostly46

used in control operation in railway systems.47

In the three-pattern fixed block section, the headway interval of the train usually48

separates in three-pattern block areas (see Fig. 1), in which Trains A and B have a49
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Fig. 1 Three-pattern fixed
block mode
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same length; Lt is length of train; L ′
s , L ′′

s , L ′′′
s are three-block section intervals length,50

respectively, (m); the calculation of the train headway expression is shown in Eq. 1.51

I = (Lt + L ′
s + L ′′

s + L ′′′
s )/v × 3.6 (1)5253

In the four-pattern fixed block section, the headway interval of the train usually54

separates in four-pattern block areas, as shown in Fig. 2. Assume L ′
s = L ′′

s = L ′′′
s =55

Ls , the train headway can be calculated by Eq. 2.56

I = (4Lsunsection + L train)/v × 3.6 (2)5758

In fixed block mode, the train headway mainly depends on the length of the59

block section and the train operation speed. Normally, the three-pattern block section60

requires whose length of one block section to satisfy one train barking distance. And61

the four-pattern block section requires two- or three-block sections. The length of62

the block sections is determined by the train braking distance, signaling indication63

system, and the safety redundancy. However, the main factors that affect the braking64

distance are the traction machines, traction weight, route speed restriction, route65

slope, etc. These factors increase the uncertainty of the train headway under the fixed66

block mode. The length of the block section can choose from the range 1600–2600 m67

under the three-pattern mode and the 700–900 m under the four-pattern mode. In this68

case, the parameter Ls is a fuzzy value and denoted as ˜Ls (in this study, superscript69

“~” expresses that a parameter is a fuzzy parameter). The average train speed v is70

affected by, for example, rail conditions, the driver behavior, the states of equipment,71

and the external environmental influence. During an emergency period, the average72

train speed v is varied fuzzily and randomly, which can be denoted as v̂ (in this study,73

Block Area Attention
Area

Braking
Area 1

Braking Area 
2

Braking
Area 3

Occupation
Area

Information Attention Notice Notice Stop

G GY Y RG
Train 1 Train 2

Fig. 2 Four-pattern fixed block mode
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the superscript “ˆ” expresses a parameter is a fuzzy random parameter). Therefore,74

under the three-pattern mode and four-pattern mode, the calculation function of the75

train headway with uncertainty can be transformed into Eqs. 3 and 4, respectively.76

˜I = (Lt + 3˜Ls)/v̂ × 3.6 (3)7778

˜I = (Lt + 4˜Ls)/v̂ × 3.6. (4)7980

2.2 Train Headway Under Fixed Block Mode81

Quasi-moving block mode defines the distance between two trains which is controlled82

by signals using digital technologies such as GPS and mobile communications. In83

other words, the distance between two trains is varied depending on train speeds,84

and rail conditions, the time use of signal system reaction, etc. Currently, high-speed85

railways adopt the quasi-moving block mode to control the distance between Trains86

A and B (see Fig. 3). In this case, the time of the train headway can be calculated as87

Eq. 5.88

I = (

(La + Ld + Lb + L p + Lc + Lt )/v
) × 3.6 (5)8990

where I is the total time of headway that is needed for Train A stopping in order91

to prevent clash with Train B, v is the average speed (km h−1) of Train A, La is92

the distance related to response time, for example, when Train A receives a braking93

signal, the time is needed for a train driver to take an action, Ld is the distance related94

to the time needed to launch the brake system, Lb is the distance from break launch95

to Train A stopping, Lp is the safety distance depending on rail conditions and train96

speeds, Lc is the distance of normal operation, and Ls is the total of the distance as97

shown in Fig. 3.98

Equation 5 can be transferred to the speed-time expression as Eq. 6.99

bL pL tL

sL

cLaL dL

A B

Fig. 3 Quasi-moving block mode
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I = ta + td + (v/3.6)/2a + (

L p + Lc + Lt
)

/v/3.6 (6)100101

As can be seen from Eq. 6, to determine the parameters depends on, for example,102

rail conditions, train speeds, types of train control systems, types of the braking103

systems, and also the driver behaviors, etc. The ta is affected by many factors such as104

the time of the train control system to response, the time of information transmission,105

and the reaction time of the driver. Landex [12] studied the ta and believes that ta is106

around 9.5 s. The td is the response time of the train brake system. Again, td is also a107

fuzzy value, which is generally considered as around 2.5 s [12]. The a is the braking108

deceleration speed and is determined based on the braking performance of the train109

and route conditions. Xianming [13] studied the corresponding deceleration speeds110

when a train is running on a downhill slope with 20‰, plain section and approaching111

to the station, and a can choose 0.565 m s−2, 0.75 m s−2, and 0.5 m s−2, respectively.112

Because of the differences of the train braking system and the route conditions, the113

value of a is fuzziness with the range from 0.5 to 0.75 m s−2. If the safety margin114

was considered, the value of Lp can choose with the range of 80–150 m; The value115

of Lc changes with the differences of the control mode, the longer the value of Lc,116

the drivers’ behavior shows more calm down. However, it will increase the train117

headway at the meantime. Therefore, it will keep the comfortable driving and high118

usage of the ability by chosen 1–2 block length. Equation 6 can be expressed as Eq. 7119

˜I = t̃a + t̃d + v̂2/2ã + ((

˜L p + ˜Lc + Lt
)

/v̂
) × 3.6. (7)120121

3 Factor Analysis of Railway Section Headway122

Based on the analysis of uncertainty of fuzzy and stochastic, the railway section123

capacity status changing process in emergency is described as a fuzzy Markov chain.124

Then, the calculation of section capacity is changed to the fuzzy status transfer125

processing. Finally, the parameters sensitivity analysis is given in the section.126

3.1 Uncertainty Analysis of the Railway Section Capacity127

The severity of the incident influences and the railway department repair ability128

are changing randomly, which cause a random variation in train operation speed129

correspondingly. Therefore, the section capacity changes randomly in a period of130

time. Moreover, in a certain time of future, the railway network capacity is associated131

with the current equipment instead of the former condition. As the conclusion, the132

transformation of the section capacity has the non-aftereffect property for different133

rail lines and emergency types. The changing process of the section capacity status134

can be described as Markov chain (MC) [14]. Due to the fuzziness property of the135
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Fig. 4 Section capacity changing process in an emergency

section capacity itself, the capacity status changing process is considered as the fuzzy136

Markov chain (FMC) in this paper. The definition of FMC is given in Sect. 3.2.137

As shown in Fig. 4, the time axis is divided into M periods. Because of the different138

effect level of the special events in each period, the different emergency grade, the139

different degree of the maintenance, and the train speed limitation are different. So,140

the capacity of each time period is also different. Then, the whole section capacity141

can be computed by Eq. 8. Where, ˜N i
mix is fuzzy value of the section capacity in the142

ith period, by setting �t (i) = ti − ti−1, i = 1, 2, . . . , M .143

Nsec =
M

∑

i=1

˜N i
mix (8)144145

The dividing of the time periods depends on the influence degree of the incidents146

and the railway line recovery levels. Therefore, the dividing has property of fuzziness.147

In reality, it can be determined by the development of the incident and the speed148

limited strategy.149

3.2 Fuzzy Markov Chain150

The fuzzy random variable (FRV) is a measurable function, which is the set from151

the probability space mapping to the fuzzy space. For example, for a given proba-152

bility space {�,�, Pr}, ũ1, ũ2, . . . , ũn are the fuzzy variable, if ξ(ωi ) = ũi , i =153

1, 2, . . . , n, then, ξ(ωi ) is the fuzzy random variable [15]. Figure 5 shows the154

relationship among an FRV, a random variable, and a fuzzy variable.155

Definition 1 Fuzzy Markov Chain (FMC) For a given probability space (�, �,156

P), � is nonempty set, � is the σ algebra of 	, and P is the probability. The number157
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Fig. 5 FRV graph

of the fuzzy random variable {˜X(t), t = 0, 1, 2, . . .} is limited or countable. For158

the whole possible fuzzy conditions of all ˜X(t), there is one group of fuzzy set159

˜A = {˜A0, ˜A1, ˜A2, . . .} corresponding to ˜X(t), make S to the possibility of one fuzzy160

event, if the possibility of ˜X(n+1) = ˜An+1 (variable ˜X(n+1) at the moment n+1 stay161

in the ˜An+1 status) can only relate to ˜X(n), but not the status before the n, expressed162

as S(˜X(n + 1) = ˜An+1|˜X(n), ˜X(n − 1), . . . , ˜X(0)) = S(˜X(n + 1) = ˜An+1|˜X(n)),163

thus, the sequence ˜X(t) is named as fuzzy Markov chain (FMC).164

Signed S as one-step transfer possibility matrix, which is denoted by Eq. 9.165

S =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

s0,0 s0,1 · · · s0, j · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
si,0 si,1 · · · si, j · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

. (9)166167

3.3 Calculation of Section Capacity Fuzzy Value168

Assuming in the continuous emergency time T, the speed type of the train is Qspe,169

denoted as v(1), v(1), . . . , v(Qspe). Divide the continuous time T into Qc time periods,170

the correspond section capacity has Qc kind of situations, denoted as c̃1, c̃2, . . .,171

c̃i , i = 1, 2, . . . , Qc, consisting all the possible fuzzy sets ˜C of the capacity changing172

Markov chain procession.173

Firstly, the section capacity can be calculated in one time period by Eq. 10.174

c = (60 × 60 − tmai)/I (10)175176
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Here, c is the section capacity in each time period. tmai is the comprehensive177

maintenance time. If different trains’ speeds exist, the capacity can be calculated by178

the deduction coefficient method.179

The status transfer matrix of train speed can be denoted by Eq. 11.180

P =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

P1,1 P1,2 · · · P1,Qspeed

P2,1 P2,2 · · · P2,Qspeed

...
...

. . .
...

PQspeed,1 PQspeed,2 · · · PQspeed,Qspeed

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(11)181182

Here, Pi, j is the probability of the train speed from v(i) to v( j). Then, set the183

status transfer matrix of the section capacity under the possible measurement can be184

calculated by Eq. 12.185

S =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

s1,1 s1,2 · · · s1,Qc

s2,1 s2,2 · · · s2,Qc

...
...

. . .
...

sQc,1 sQc,2 · · · sQc,Qc

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(12)186187

Here, si, j is the condition probability of the section capacity from c̃i to c̃ j under188

the possible measurement [16], denoted as Eq. 13.189

s(c̃ j/c̃i ) = s(c̃ j , c̃i )/s(c̃i ) (13)190191

For the convenient of calculation, define matrix Q1 and Q2 by Eqs. 14 and 15.192

Q1 =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

μc̃1(0) μc̃2(0) · · · μc̃N (0)

μc̃1(1) μc̃2(1) · · · μc̃N (1)
...

...
. . .

...

μc̃1(N ) μc̃2(N ) · · · μc̃N (N )

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(14)193194

Q2 =

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

p0μc̃1(0)/P(c̃1) p1μc̃1(1)/P(c̃1) · · · pN μc̃1(N )/P(c̃1)

p0μc̃2(0)/P(c̃2) p1μc̃2(1)/P(c̃2) · · · pN μc̃2(N )/P(c̃2)
...

...
. . .

...

p0μc̃N (0)/P(c̃N ) p1μc̃N (1)/P(c̃N ) · · · pN μc̃N (N )/P(c̃N )

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

(15)195196

Therefore, we can get Eq. 16.197

s(c̃ j/c̃i ) = Q2 Pml Q1 (16)198199

For all periods, section capacity can be generalized as Eq. 17.200
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(

N
∧(l)

mix

)T
= (

c̃1, sh,1, c̃2, sh,2 · · · c̃Qc , sh,Qc

)

, l = h + 1 (17)201202

Therefore, the section capacity of the divide-period in limited speed condition203

N
∧(i)

mix is the fuzzy random variable.204

The section capacity in the whole time T is the sum of all periods of capacity,205

denoted by Eq. 18.206

Nsec =
Qc
∑

i=1

˜N i
mix =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

∑Qc

i=1
c̃1,

∑Qc

i=1
si,1

...
∑Qc−1

i=1
c̃Qc + c̃Qc−1,

∑Qc−1

i=1
si,Qc · sQc,Qc−1

∑Qc

i=1
c̃Qc ,

∑Qc

i=1
si,Qc

(18)207208

It is noticeable to see that in possible measurement the section carrying capacity209

is still a fuzzy random value in the continuous duration T under the emergency210

condition.211

4 Case Study212

4.1 Emergency Scenario213

In this paper, the real-world case study is based on Shanghai to Nanjing section.214

Figure 6 describes the network of this section and its nearby railways. The Shanghai215

to Nanjing intercity line and the Beijing to Shanghai existing line are both parallel to216

Beijing to Shanghai high-speed rail line. In Fig. 6, these three routes are distinguished217

by the imaginary line, the dash-dot line, and the solid line, respectively. The distance218

between any two stations is given in Fig. 6. The details of design and train schedules219

of Shanghai to Nanjing section can be found in [17].220

Suppose that the broken-down situation occurs in Suzhou to Kunshan section in221

Beijing to Shanghai high-speed rail line at 8 a.m., i.e., no train service can provide.222

Recovery is expected for 3 h. In Zhenjiang West to Wuxi East section, due to the heavy223

wind situation, speed restriction is implemented. The wind speed is expected to keep224

at about 20 m s−1 for 2 h. Then, the wind speed would increase at about 24 m s−1 for225

5 h. At last, the wind speed would decrease and back to normal operation environment226

in 2 h. Besides, other sections and stations are not affected by the emergency.227
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Fig. 6 Part of China railway network

4.2 Section Capacity Calculation228

In the broken-down section, the capacity can be set to zero directly. Therefore, the229

capacity calculation is focused on the speed restriction conditions. According to230

emergency development, the section capacity changing process can be divided into231

three stages based on the wind speed variation. Based on the railway traffic safety232

specification, in the above scenario, there are three kinds of train operation speed,233

160 km h−1, 70 km h−1, and normal speed. Firstly, calculate the section capac-234

ity in different limited speeds. In this period, it only involved of the medium and235

high-speed trains, therefore, when the train recovered to normal operation, the aver-236

age speed of the train can be expressed as the fuzziness value ṽ0 = (330 km h−1,237

340 km h−1, 350 km h−1). In addition, the average speed of the train changes due to238

the environment, the operation equipment conditions, and the drivers’ driving skills239

[18]. Normally, the average speed changes in one range and smaller than the limited240

speed. Therefore, when the limited speed is 160 km h−1, the average speed of a train241

can be set as ṽ1 = (130 km h−1, 140 km h−1, 155 km h−1). When the limited speed is242

70 km h−1, the average speed can be set as ṽ2 = (50 km h−1, 60 km h−1, 65 km h−1).243

Calculate the section capacity value in different speed restriction conditions. We244

can set ta as 9.5 s, td as 2.5 s, a as 0.7 m s−2, L p as 150 m according to Sect. 2. The245

value of Lc relates to the train speed, when the train is with high speed, it can take246

the length of two-block section, which is about 4000 m; when the train is running247

in lower speed, Lc can take the length of one block section, which is about 2000 m.248

Lt can be set to the conservative value 400 m. Then, put all of the parameters into249

Eq. 2, we getting the following results.250
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When the train operated normally, the train headway ˜I0 is (124, 127, 131). Section251

capacity c̃0 can be calculated by using Eq. (10) is (27, 28, 29). When the limited speed252

is 160 km h−1, the train headway ˜I1 is (143,156, 168), c̃1 is (21, 23, 25). When the253

limited speed is 70 km h−1, ˜I2 is (163, 187, 208), c̃2 is (17, 19, 22).254

Calculate the capacity transfer conditional probability in emergency condition.255

Assume the first stage of the train’s limited speed is 160 km h−1. We can get the first256

stage section capacity N
∧(1)

mix by Eq. 19.257

N
∧(1)

mix = 2c̃1 = (42, 46, 50) (19)258259

In order to make the calculation convenience, assume v0 = 330, v1 = 340, v2 =260

350, v3 = 130, v4 = 140, v5 = 155, v6 = 50, v7 = 60, v8 = 65. The probabilities261

of different speed pvi are set to the same, pvi = 1/9, i = 1, 2, . . . , 8. The capacity262

transfer condition probability of the second stage and the third stage can be obtained263

based on Eq. 12. The transfer matrixes are denoted as S1 and S2.264

S1 =
⎡

⎣

0.2000 0.7833 0.0167
0.1248 0.7891 0.0861
0.0079 0.1566 0.8355

⎤

⎦ (20)265266

S2 =
⎡

⎣

0.8667 0.1317 0.0016
0.6097 0.3758 0.0145
0.0207 0.9017 0.0776

⎤

⎦ (21)267268

Sum divided-period capacities. According to section capacity calculation method269

based on FMC in Sect. 3, the carrying capacity of the second stage and third stage AQ2270

can be expression as the fuzziness random variable, particular form shown as:271

N
∧(2)

mix =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

5c̃0, s1
1,0

5c̃1, s1
1,1

5c̃2, s1
1,2

=
⎧

⎨

⎩

(135, 140, 145), 0.1248
(105, 115, 125), 0.7890
(85, 95, 110), 0.0861

(22)272273

N
∧(3)

mix =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

2c̃0, s2
1,0

2c̃1, s2
1,1

2c̃2, s2
1,2

=
⎧

⎨

⎩

(54, 56, 58), 0.6097
(42, 46, 50), 0.3758
(34, 38, 44), 0.0145

(23)274275

Therefore, the total capacity for nine hours is calculated by Eq. 18.276
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12 L. Wang et al.

N
∧

sec =
3

∑

i=1

N
∧(i)

mix =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

(231, 242, 253), 0.0761
(219, 232, 245), 0.0469
(211, 224, 239), 0.0018
(201, 217, 233), 0.4811
(189, 207, 225), 0.2965
(181, 199, 219), 0.0114
(181, 197, 218), 0.0525
(169, 187, 210), 0.0324
(161, 179, 204), 0.0013

(24)277278

It can be found from Eq. 36, the expectancy value of the comprehensive capac-AQ3279

ity is 215.197. The calculation process of the comprehensive capacity expectation280

explained that in the current scenario the section capacity is about 215. The pos-281

sible maximum and minimum values are 242 and 180, respectively. This provides282

alternative offers for the policymaker to make the decision depended on the differ-283

ent preferences. If the radical arrangement was chosen, the value can set to 242.284

However, if the operator preferred to the conservative strategy, the main target is to285

meet the basic demand of the transportation, the value can set to 180. Generally, the286

compromise strategy is adopted, which means the value sets to 215.287

This paper focuses on the railway section capacity calculation, without the station288

capacity. In this case, the heavy wind affects train operation speed running on section289

mainly, but less effect on the station. Therefore, the section capacity decides the line290

capacity at current scenario.291

5 Conclusion and Future Work292

Section capacity calculation involves multiple factors and complicated relationships.293

In emergency conditions, the factors of the calculation capacity present the charac-294

teristics of dynamic, fuzziness, randomness, no aftereffect, etc. In the reality, the295

capacity calculation cannot include all of the factors. FMC-based capacity calcula-296

tion method can be more fault-tolerant of all kinds of sensitive factors and the uncer-297

tainties. In addition, this method provides variable choices for the policymakers, so298

that it can suit to radical or conservative strategies.AQ4299

The research in the future is mainly concentrated in two aspects: ➀ the train300

speed transfer matrix is the key factor to realize the section capacity calculation,301

the value of the transfer matrix need to be confirmed in the practical operation302

environment; ➁ there is a big difference of train operation objectives, strategies, and303

principles between in the emergency and in the normal conditions. Line planning,304

timetable rescheduling, and rolling-stock rebalancing are yet to consider together in305

emergency condition. Our ultimate goal is to design and develop a real-time decision306

support framework in the future, which will decrease the influence of the emergency307

effectively and recover the train operation quickly.308
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